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On chip wide angle beam steering 
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Abstract: We demonstrate an on-chip optical phased array fabricated in a CMOS compatible 

process with continuous, fast (100 kHz), wide-angle (51
o
) beam-steering that is suitable for 

applications such as low-cost lidar systems. 
OCIS codes: (140.3300) Laser beam shaping; (110.5100) Phased-array imaging systems; (010.3640) Lidar 

 

1. Introduction 

On-chip optical phased arrays have been widely investigated in the last few years [1-3] with applications in many 

fields including holographic video displays, optical communication systems, and low cost light detection and 

ranging (lidar) systems. In particular, low cost chip-scale lidars can in principle dramatically enhance accident 

avoidance systems in the automotive industry and are key components for autonomous vehicles. However, lidar 

systems require beams, features that are challenging for on-chip phased arrays. While two-dimensional beam 

steering is usually not required, high-speed continuous beam steering is often necessary. Moreover, for greater 

power efficiency, large scan angles, and low crosstalk between different ports, a large angle between the different 

optical orders represents a critical requirement.  And, despite the substantial progress in optical phased arrays, to 

date, current phased arrays can only steer across a maximum of ~28
o
, whereas, for example autonomous vehicle 

applications require scan angles exceeding 45-degrees. 

Here, we propose and demonstrate the first high-speed, low-power and wide-scan-angle optical phased array. 

The approach utilizes directly integrated thermo-optic phase shifters [4, 5] to provide the high-speed steering in a 

small footprint and with low power consumption. Fig. 1a and 1b show the design and a Scanning Electron 

Microscope (SEM) image of the phase shifter. A cascaded phase shifting architecture (Fig. 1c) enables a steering 

frequency equal to the phase shifter cutoff and further reduces power consumption. We demonstrate here a phased 

array steerable over the whole 51
o
 beam spacing with 10.6 V signal, average power consumption of ~13 

mW/antenna and 3 dB cutoff steering speed of 100 kHz. 

 

Fig. 1. Phased array design:  (a) Design and (b) SEM image of the phase shifter, (c) architecture of the phased array showing the cascade phase 
shifting, and (d) an IR image of the array output superimposed on a sketch of the array. 

2. Theory and design 

The relation between the beam spacing Θ and unit cell size d is given by sin(Θ)=λ/d , where λ is the laser 

wavelength. Using sixteen, 32 µm long, grating based antennas with a 2 μm pitch, we create a 32 μm x 32 µm 

aperture with a 51
o
 beam spacing in the lateral dimension and no additional beams in the longitudinal dimension. 

The array and its near field infrared (NIR) output can be seen in Fig. 1d. Finite-Difference Time-Domain 

simulations were used to determine the grating strength along the emitter and minimize aberrations to ensure a 
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collimated beam. The grating strength was modified along the antenna in order to create a constant intensity across 

the array length.  

Phase shifting was achieved using the thermo-optic effect in silicon. The use of an S-shaped waveguide allowed 

both a longer phase-shifter length in a small space and electrical contact to be made to the inner side of the curves 

with minimal losses through the use of an adiabatic bend [4, 5]. An optical path of length ~1.5 µm, average width of 

~0.75μm and thickness of 0.22 µm, lightly doped at a level 1.5x10
18

 cm
-3

, yields a total resistance of ~8 KΩ per 

curve. The two curves, connected in parallel, in each phase-shifter create heating of around 500 
o
C and change the Si 

refractive index by ~3.2 percent. Comsol™ simulations show that this temperature shift applies not only to the 

resistor area, but flows quickly along the waveguide, thus enabling higher and more efficient phase shifting. 

3.  Results and discussion 

Fig. 2a shows the resulting far field beam, captured with an InGaAs camera, as it is steered over the whole beam 

spacing. The images were taken through a NA=0.45 lens. This lens shows an angular radius of only 24
o
 and, 

therefore, cannot show more than one beam at a time. However, it can still clearly be seen that at 11 V the next order 

shows up where the main beam was at 0 V bias. The white circles in the images show the lens numerical aperture. 

In order to measure the frequency response of the system, we looked at frequencies higher than the inverse 

integration time used to capture these images. This setting enables us to see the steering as a steady line (Fig. 2b) 

where the steering amplitude is the line length. Applying higher frequencies, we measure the normalized frequency 

response of the array by comparing the steering angle with the steering angle at low frequency (Fig 2c). This test 

was run with a sinusoidal signal, and we found the 3 dB cutoff operation speed to be ~100 kHz. 

 

Fig. 2. Far field images of (a) steady steering, (b)high speed steering and (c) normalized frequency response of the phased array. The white circles 

in the images show the 0.4 numerical aperture of the lens (24o in radius). 
In conclusion, we demonstrate the first high-speed and wide-angle (51

o
) silicon photonic optical phased array.  

This one-dimensional phased-array provides continuous beam steering with high-speed steering suitable for lidar 

applications. Importantly, this phased array was fabricated in a standard 300 mm CMOS fabrication facility using a 

custom silicon photonics process. As such, the device can be efficiently mass produced and serve numerous 

applications including the important space of automotive accident avoidance technologies. 
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